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“MVP brought more than just capital to Unico.  The firm’s vast experience, 
business acumen and professional network brought true value to their active  
role on our board.  Their contributions to our meetings were always substantive.  
MVP was always very supportive of management and would help our team see 
opportunities and issues before we were aware of them.”    
James C. RobertsonJames C. RobertsonJames C. RobertsonJames C. Robertson 

“Dennis Murphree is a true professional in every sense and will always bend 
over backwards to help, assist, and guide the management team in helping them 
make the absolutely correct decisions leading to quality growth and returns for 
the shareholders.  MVP helped Medserve, Inc. achieve an extremely successful 
exit in a relatively short time period — bringing superior returns not only to the 
MVP fund participants, but many other investors as well.” 
Mike FieldsMike FieldsMike FieldsMike Fields 

“MVP is a team player who looks out for the welfare and needs of every  
shareholder involved.   MVP is always there when you need them.  If they can’t 
answer when you call, rest assured they will return your call within a few  
minutes ready to help with whatever the problem might be.  MVP operates with 
integrity.  They say what they mean and mean what they say.  If MVP tells you 
they will help, believe me, they will.  MVP has earned my trust.”    
Shelby LeCroixShelby LeCroixShelby LeCroixShelby LeCroix 

“There are three specific areas that make MVP excellent at what they do:  
1. They are extremely thorough in their due diligence of prospective  
investments;   
2. While they are hands-on in the management of the investment,  
they do not micro-manage it; and  
3. The annual LP meeting is much more than a fifteen minute  
presentation, it’s an opportunity to learn and connect with other  
business leaders in the industry.”    
Michael J. CornellMichael J. CornellMichael J. CornellMichael J. Cornell    

“MVP does what MVP says.  In a world increasingly filled with spin and hype, 
MVP's word is their bond.  The experience of working with MVP is entirely 
pleasurable.  One would be hard pressed to find a more professional, polished  
and friendly organization anywhere.  MVP brings vision and resolve to the 
boardroom.  MVP adds both the creativity to see the possible as well as  
the will to produce the actual.”    
James Brown James Brown James Brown James Brown     

“MVP makes its choices carefully and patiently, in concert with a strong  
syndicate of partner investors — an approach which ultimately rewards its  
investors and its companies with better performance.  The first time we talked  
to MVP, they decided we weren't ready for an investment.  They explained 
what we needed to do to reach that point, and we listened.  We returned almost 
two years later when we were ready.  As a result, Smart Furniture was a better 
company, and MVP had a better investment.”     
Stephen CulpStephen CulpStephen CulpStephen Culp 

Shelby LeCroix, CEOShelby LeCroix, CEOShelby LeCroix, CEOShelby LeCroix, CEO    
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